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foresee, at the same time, the need of having flexible business processes that allow for a certain degree of adjustment.
To validate our approach, we first conducted case studies where we collected six real-world business process variants
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process model from all the variants, which includes common and flexible process elements. We implemented our
approach in a software tool called BPFlexTemplate, and tested it with the elicited variants.
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1. Introduction
Business processes can be generally described as a set of logically related tasks, behaviors, resources and data that
organizations develop over time to produce specific business results [1]. Process models are then designed and evolved
to conduct business processes execution, and to have a more or less uniform record of all its executions (instances or
process cases). These executions should, in turn, reflect what really happens/is happening in organizations. This way,
management is enhanced since metrics and process key performance indicators can be derived from similar recorded
cases of a certain process model. Processes can then be improved by redesigning their models to tackle less optimized
parts, considering the analysis performed to their recorded cases.
Nevertheless, large organizations often have several organizational units that are managed distinctly, but are also
supposed to follow the same process models for similar, cross-organizational business processes and process
improvement. Examples of these processes include student enrolment within distinct faculties of the same university, or
a medical appointment scheduling across several public hospitals of the same National Health System. Although
organizations usually impose uniformity in modeling and executing these processes to offer the same service and to
measure performance, many organizational units make several adjustments over time, resulting in a proliferation of
process variants. The problem then becomes twofold: 1) organizations loose general business process management
ability because measuring, comparing, monitoring and optimizing processes that have many variants is difficult, and 2)
organizational units have been improving their process variants overtime, and may not want to adopt/obey to a certain
“general” and completely “rigid” process model in all its length.
Therefore, organizations with several organizational units can contain a family of business process model variants. By
comparing these variants, we can observe that some of their process elements (tasks, resources, data, decision nodes,
and sub-processes) are common, while others may differ, be added or deleted, or simply be in a different order.
Considering the well-known Business Process Management (BPM) lifecycle [2], to redesign, model, implement and
maintain each process variant of a process family would be too costly and cumbersome (and therefore difficult to carry
or use) for organizations. On the other side, a process variant of a certain organizational unit can enclose valuable good
practices and optimization efforts, either to be applied in a local context, or even suitable for the remaining units of the
organization.
The challenges that arise from this setup include, on one side, the need to align business processes across all
organizational units for better process management, and on the other side, the urge to take advantage of the most
succeeded process optimizations made across individual units over time. Accordingly, on the gap between these
commonalities (fragments that are shared by all process variants) and to cope with this need for process flexibility, a
proper management of these family variants along the entire BPM life cycle has become crucial.
In this paper, we propose an approach to tackle these challenges. The main output of our approach is a template process
model that we derive from a certain number of process model variants. This derived template model can then be used
seamlessly across all organizational units of a certain organization, reducing variants proliferation. At the same time, it
foresees flexibility (the ability to make adjustments) taking into account the adjustments registered in all existing
variants. This way, the organization can perform business process management more effectively by assuring the overall
use of a single (template) process model which reflects common good practices across all organizational units.
Additionally, these organizational units can make use of the template’s flexibility features, to reflect their particular
adjustments.
Our approach includes the use of good process modeling practices, and an overall algorithm to deal with variants
comparison/similarities and derive the flexibility-enabled template process model. We also implemented a software tool
to help process engineers to derive this template model. We validate our approach by performing case studies that
include the elicitation of six real-world business process variants from the healthcare domain.
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This paper is organized as follows: The next section introduces the main background notions including Business
Process (BP), BPM, BP variability, BP comparisons and similarity and BP flexibility. Section 3 highlights the related
works. This is followed by section 4 where we explain our proposed approach called “BPFlexTemplate”. In section 5,
we present our case studies that allowed us to validate our approach. Then, in section 6, we describe the
BPFlexTemplate software tool. Finally, section 7 renders some conclusions and future work.
2. Background
Besides referring to general concepts of business processes, our proposed approach is based on the combination of three
main research topics of Business Process Management (BPM): 1) process variability and the techniques used to deal
with it; 2) process model comparison and similarity approaches; 3) process flexibility concepts and techniques. The next
subsections provide background on overall BPM as well as in these three topics.
2.1 Business processes and Business Process Management (BPM)
Business processes (BP) can be considered as the arteries of modern organizations. They determine how work is done in
the organization. A business process is a collection of related events, activities and decisions that involve a number of
actors and resources, and that collectively lead to an outcome that is of value to an organization or its customers [3]. So,
a BP may be considered as the set of performed activities in coordination, within an organizational and technical
environment. In other words, it defines what shall be done (activities), by whom (organizational and technical
environment) and how it shall be done (coordination).
A business process model is the main artifact for representing the respective process. It is described in a graphical way
using elements (including activities, gateways, events, sub processes, resources and data) of a specific language or
notation like the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [4] or Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) [5]. Business
process support is present in several business domains. Examples include the healthcare domain [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
automotive engineering [11], and public administration [12]. In all these domains, business process models are designed
and evolved in order to have a more or less uniform record of all instances (cases), in order to reflect what really happen
in organizations. This way, management is enhanced since metrics and process key performance indicators can be
derived from similar recorded cases of a certain process model.
Business Process Management (BPM) is considered as the science of overseeing how work is performed in an
organization. This performance aims to ensure consistent outcomes and to take advantage of improvement opportunities
[3]. In this context, the main term “improvement” may take different meanings depending on the objectives of the
organization. The powerful interests of the BPM-based approach give rise to many expectations and prospects,
including, for instance, the areas of Business Process Reengineering (BPR), or the supervision of Business Activity
Monitoring (BAM). Many research works assume that process design/modeling is the core of each of these approaches
[13].
Before evolving and improving business processes within organizations, a clear and shared vision of the organization's
“as is” business processes is required. The process modeling step is considered as a way to achieve this. Widespread in
many domains, process models are used to understand, develop and communicate. A process modeling based approach
can serve several objectives, including the identification of tasks to be potentially supported, or the optimization of the
already in place Information Systems. Also, it contributes to document the process in order to help writing
requirements, making decisions, eliminate confusion and facilitate exchange between involved actors. Therefore, a
process design/modeling approach improves collaboration between functional structures within an organization and
between organizations. In addition, it provides the reduction or elimination of the dependence of an activity in relation
to employees who are assigned to it, and improves the management and knowledge capitalization. Also, it allows
checking and improving processes and sub-processes in order to continuously make the processes of the company
evolving [14] and [15].
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Many works are dealing with the representation of the Business Process Management (BPM) cycle. For instance, in
Figure 1 we can observe the proposal of van der Aalst in [2]. It starts by the (re)design phase. In this step, a process
model is (re)designed, meaning either the creation of a new process model, or the adjustment of an existing model.
Then, in the implementation/configuration phase, the model is configured into a running system usually known as a
Business Process Management System (BPMS). In the run and adjust phase, the processes are enacted and adjusted
when needed. Also in this phase, the process is not redesigned and no new software is created; only predefined controls
are used to adapt or reconfigure the process [2].

Fig.1. BPM lifecycle (adapted from [2])

2.2 Process variability
For a particular business process, we can have different variants reflecting adjustments made out of a reference process
model, taking into account specific requirements of the process context [16]. In fact, the design of processes spans
several layers of abstraction, from theoretical lifecycle models, via organizational models of best practice, to the plans
of actual process instances [17]. These design efforts usually result in a template model, which can be defined as a
generalization of other models, which represent a large number of process model variants [18]. This template model
should also be adjustable to get a particular or specific model variant that best suits a certain context. To represent all
these specificities, Jorgensen proposed the lifecycle of process model evolution that is illustrated in Figure 2. He
divided process models into two categories. The first one is “Particular models”, which aim to support performance of a
particular (adjusted) process model. The second one is “General models”, which abstract common properties from a
number of actual processes, represent normative standards for the organization, or are templates for reuse and
adaptation into particular models.
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Fig.2. Lifecycle of process model evolution (adapted from [17])

The proposed lifecycle of process model evolution presents four main phases: improvement, reuse, performance and
harvesting. Applying a general process model to a particular situation is a case of reuse. The reuse may also refer to
copy and paste of a previously developed particular model into a new process. During the performance phase, users
need to add new details, remove irrelevant parts etc. of the model.
The process of generalizing one or more particular models is called harvesting. The goal of harvesting is to provide
templates that can be reused in the future, and to utilize practical experience as input to assessment and improvement of
the general models [17]. Therefore, for a business process, different variants may exist. These constitute, in turn, an
adjustment of a general, master process (e.g., a reference process) to meet specific needs of a certain process context
[19].
In fact, organizations may need to have a collection of related process variants, which are denoted as a business process
family. In practice, a process family may comprise more than one process variant [11] [20]. Take for instance the
automotive industry, where we can find a process family dealing with vehicle repair and maintenance, which comprises
more than 900 process variants [21]. They have some fragments that are shared by all process variants, but also show
vehicle-specific variations. Also, in healthcare, we can find reports on more than 90 process variants for handling
medical examinations in a hospital [20] and [22]. In another example, we may refer to the check-in procedures at an
airport, which are characterized by a high degree of variability as well. The variability can be caused, for instance, by
the type of check-in (if it is online, at the self-service machine or at the counter) [20].
Since a process model can represent several process perspectives such as functional, behavioral, organizational,
informational, temporal and operational perspectives, variants can come up from changing any of these perspectives,
either individually or in a combined form. The main objective of existing approaches that are dealing with variability is
the contribution to avoid model redundancies, foster model reusability, and reduce modeling efforts [23].
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2.3 Process comparison and similarity
Over time, many organizations have built many repositories of BP models that serve as a knowledge base for their
ongoing BP management efforts [24]. These repositories may contain hundreds or even thousands of models. However,
to better manage and improve these large repositories requires effective search or comparison techniques. To search if
there is an existing “similar” model or to compare two models is useful to prevent duplication and to have a continuous
and effective improvement of the process [25]. A process engineer needs to identify common or similar business
processes between, for instance, recently merged companies, in order to analyze their overlap and to identify areas for
consolidation. Dijkman et al. in [24] use the term process model similarity query to refer to such search queries over
process model repositories.
To answer a similarity based comparison query between BP models involves determining the degree of similarity
between one model and another one (or more) [26]. In this context, similarity can be defined from several perspectives,
including the following: 1) Node matching similarity which is based on a comparison of the labels that appear in the
process models (task labels, event labels, etc.), using either syntactic or semantic similarity metrics (presented in next
paragraph), or a combination of both. These metrics start by calculating an optimal matching between the nodes in the
process models by comparing their labels. Based on this matching, a similarity score is calculated taking into account
the overall size of the models. 2) Structural similarity which is based on the topology of the process models seen as
graphs. It is based on the observation that nodes in process models with their relations constitute a mathematical graph.
Based on that observation it uses existing techniques for graph comparison based on graph edit distance [27], which is
commonly used in information retrieval. 3) Behavioral similarity which is based on the execution semantics of process
models. It takes into account the causal relations between tasks in a process model. These causal relations are
represented in the form of a causal footprint [28].
Existing approaches for process model elements comparison which is based on similarity metrics can be divided into
those based on: 1) Syntactic similarity, where we consider the syntax of labels; 2) Semantic similarity, where we look at
the semantics of the words within the labels; 3) Attribute similarity, where we look at the attribute values; 4) Type
similarity, where we look at the node types; and 5) Contextual similarity, where we do not only consider the similarity
of two nodes, but also the context in which these nodes occur [24].
2.4 Process flexibility
BPM solutions include methods, techniques, and tools to support the design, enactment, management, and analysis of
operational business processes of organizations. Accordingly, continuously changing conditions are forcing
organizations to rapidly adapt their processes. Then, flexibility requirement has also been following the evolution of
BPM, since it reflects the ability to adapt business processes to predicted and unpredicted changing scenarios.
Regarding the literature, there are several business process flexibility taxonomies including those proposed by
Schonenberg et al. [29] and Regev et al. [30]. We will briefly describe the taxonomy of Regev et al. [30], since it is the
one we use in our approach.
This taxonomy focuses on changes that may occur during the lifecycle of a business process. These changes can be of
one of three dimensions of change [30]:
 The abstraction level of change which corresponds to the level of application of change in a business process.
The change may concern the specification or the process instance;
 The purpose of the change regarding different aspects of the process which are subject to change. The change
may concern the process activities (functional), the control flow (behavioral), process the data (informational) or
the various protocols used in the process (operational);
 The properties of the change as the degree of change. These concern the extent of change which can be
incremental (change a part of the process) or revolutionary in order to create a new process; the duration of
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change that can be temporary or permanent; the swiftness of change that can be either immediate or deferred;
and the anticipation of change that can be scheduled or ad hoc.

3. Related work
Business process flexibility has been an important research trend for the last two decades, due to the rigidity of process
modeling languages and Business Process Management Systems available in the early 1990s. It is often viewed in terms
of the ability of an organization’s processes and supporting technologies to adapt to changes [42]. Regev et al. [30]
observed that a process can only be considered flexible if it is possible to change it without needing to replace it
completely, and proposed a business process flexibility taxonomy in [30]. Related works on this matter are aimed at
providing process engineers with language extensions and mechanisms (see for instance [33]) to incorporate flexibility
in process models and/or instances (by implementing BPMSs that support runtime flexibility).
On the other hand, we can find in literature many examples of algorithms and approaches towards the comparison and
consolidation of process models. Notably, the authors in [24,43] propose similarity algorithms to compare process
models and elements through their labels, structureand behavior. In [44] the authors present a merging algorithm that
takes as input a collection of process models and generates a configurable process model [45]. A similar objective is
announced by the authors in [46], where process versions are merged and integrated into a business process model,
considering the differences and the change operations history of an initial model. Li et al. [45] take also into
consideration the changes/deviations recorded in a Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) regarding a certain
business process, and propose to users to decide on the change operations to be applied regarding a newly discovered
process variant [47].
Regarding the use of software tools to help process engineers perform these approaches and algorithms, the panorama
we found in literature is ratherlimited. In [48], the authors aim for a visual approach to detect significant differences
between process variants, based on what was recorded in event logs. They use colored transition systems to model
behavior and to highlight the differences, and implement their approach as a Process Comparator plugin of the well
known ProM framework [49]. For another aim, Armas et al. [50] proposed the BP-Diff web-based tool that takes pairs
of process models in BPMN [4] format and outputs behavioral difference diagnosis in the form of textual statements
and graphically overlaid on the process models [50].
In [40], Ivanov et al. propose a Model-View-Controller (MVC) web-based BPMNDiffViz tool, which uses structural
matching to compare process models represented in BPMN. Specifically, BPMNDiffViz allows for a colored and
quantified visualization of graph differences, stores them, and provides statistics. It calculates the minimum graph edit
distance between two process models (number of operations that should be performed to transform one model to
another) using an A* algorithm, and also accounts for the string edit distance for each pair of the corresponding graph
nodes.
4. The BPFlexTemplate approach
Adopting a BPM based approach may contribute to optimize organizational aspects and the products/services that are
delivered when executing the organization’s business processes. This way, management is enhanced since metrics and
process key performance indicators can be derived from similar recorded cases of a certain process model. Hence, large
organizations often have several organizational units that are managed distinctly, but are also supposed to use process
models for similar, cross-organizational business processes. As far as we could perceive from literature and from the
case studies we conducted, it is common for this kind of organizations to have several variants from a determined
business process, due to factors such as local management policies, resource limitations, socio-technical limitations or
even culture.
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This is the case not only for public governance organizations such as the ones related with education, health or justice,
but also for large national or global companies which struggle to streamline their processes along their several
organizational units.
For our BPFlexTemplate approach, we adapt the BPM process model lifecycle illustrated before in Figure 2, proposing
techniques used in the Evaluation, Generalization, Classification, Analysis and Improvement sub-phases, to obtain a
template process model suited to this kind of organizations (cf. Figure 3).

Fig.3. Adaptation of the BPM process model cycle to include our BPFlexTemplate approach

The proposed approach focuses on the right part of the cycle, denoting the techniques used across the Harvesting phase.
Harvesting refers to using the models and experience from one or more processes to generate a new template, a variant
or a revision of an existing template [17]. It involves manual adaptation of local models to make them suitable for
different contexts. Typically, Knowledge Management or methodology experts perform such knowledge capture. The
template derived may include both specific language constructs and an initial model.
In the Evaluation sub-phase, we perform process model eliciting by using face to face interviews and best practices
regarding business process modeling, based on the works of Mendling et al. in [31] and Pinggera et al. in [32].
Mendling et al. [31] propose a set of seven process modeling guidelines (7PMG). It is a guide to users towards
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improving their process models’ quality. Concerning Pinggera et al. [32] work, they propose the process of “process
modeling”, which consists of a cycle of three successive phases: 1) comprehension, 2) modeling and 3) reconciliation.
We use these best practices to elicit the different model variants in place within distinct units of a certain organization,
taking advantage of the BPMN standard and graphical notation to express these model variants. We then perform a
post-validation of these model variants with the interviewees.
Then, in the Generalization sub-phase, uniformisation of process elements is performed by identifying the inputs,
processing and outputs of the tasks involved, and labeling them the same in all process model variants, in case they
match regarding their overall behavior.
Further ahead, the Classification sub-phase aims to provide a better way to modularize the elicited model variants, by
dividing them into more manageable and reusable sub-processes. This will provide a set of sub process templates,
which can also be later combined differently according to the specific needs of a certain organizational unit.
Finally, the Analysis sub-phase is performed, where these uniformised and classified process model variants can be
compared, in order to derive a single template model. We perform these comparisons using similarity metrics. These
comparisons will allow us to derive a single template process model, which will foresee process elements that are either
present to most process variants, or specific only to some. We classify these process elements as common and flexible,
respectively. This Analysis sub-phase includes also the configuration of the type of flexibility allowed for a certain
flexible process model element (such as an activity, a gateway, a document data object or a resource allocation – see,
for instance, the work of Domingos et al. in [33]). This flexibility type can be one of those mentioned in the referred
taxonomy proposed by Regev et. al. in [30].
Therefore, the overall algorithm for this Analysis sub-phase may be summarized on the following Listing 1 (written
based on the pseudo code guidelines presented in [34]):
FOR each process model variant
CALL
performSimilarityAnalysis
WITH
currentTemplateModel,
modelVariant,
similarityType RETURNING similarityResults
CALL classifyTemplateElements WITH similarityResults, classificationCriteria
RETURNING classifiedTemplateModel
END FOR
FOR each flexible process element in classifiedTemplateModel
CALL configureFlexibility WITH processElement, flexibilityType
END FOR
Listing 1 – Algorithm for the Analysis sub-phased of the BPFlexTemplate approach

The functions performSimilarityAnalysis, classifyTemplateElements and configureFlexibility may be implemented as
components that follow the Template method design pattern from Gamma et. al [35]. This means that they can be
invoked with different parameters and then implemented within distinct components (classes) which share the same
interface. As an example, and looking forward into our real-world case study, we can apply the following general
parameters:
 Function performSimilarityAnalysis: invoke with the value of GED (Graph Edit Distance) for the similarityType
parameter;
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 Function classifyTemplateElements: invoke with the value of 75% for the classificationCriteria parameter, to
denote the threshold value for the number of model variants in which a certain element must at least be present
to be classified as a common process element;
 Function configureFlexibility: invoke with the value of ad-hoc sub process for the flexibilityType parameter.
Therefore, the main focus of this algorithm is to reduce model variability for the overall process model template to be
used across all organizational units, and allowing for flexibility requirements at the same time that can reflect needed
adjustments for a particular organizational unit. In this context, process engineers may control and align 3 parameters in
this algorithm: 1) type of similarity metrics to be used to compare the model variants (structural, behavioral, …); 2)
level of similarity for each process element (for instance, 75% means that only elements with a similarity of 0.75 or
greater will be considered as common, and therefore candidates to be included in the set of common process elements in
the template); 3) flexibility mechanism to be applied to process elements that are not similar, and therefore will belong
to the flexible set of process elements in the template (for example, an ad-hoc solution means that flexible process
elements will be kept and included within an ad-hoc sub process, where they can or cannot be executed, and with no
particular order).
5.

Case studies

To validate our BPFlexTemplate approach, we elicited six home healthcare process variants from two primary care
health centers (organizational units) of the public National Health System (NHS) in Portugal (the main organization).
The objectives of our case studies were to validate, on one hand, the assumption that home healthcare processes are not
executed the same way within primary care centers of the same organization (the NHS) (and that therefore variants
really exist). On the other hand, these case studies allowed us to also validate our global BPFlexTemplate approach
presented in Figure 3, including the techniques, best practices and algorithms accordingly.
For the first three sub-phases of Evaluation, Generalization and Classification, we could also benefit from our previous
experiences in modeling telemedicine processes [36], [37] and [38] and home healthcare processes in Tunisia [8], [9]
and [39]. Regarding these case studies, the home healthcare processes that should be used across all primary care
centers is (textually) described in national legislation and overall guidelines provided by the Ministry of Health.
For the Evaluation sub-phase of our BPFlexTemplate approach, we used the 7PMG techniques in the interviews
performed with two chief nurses from the primary care health centers of Leiria and Lisbon. Then, we performed an
uniformisation of all the process models elicited, and classified them into six process model variants, which were then
validated by the same chief nurses. Like in our recent works [8], [9] and [39], we classified these model variants of
home healthcare process into three sub-processes, namely: 1) patient admission; 2) organizational care; and 3) patient
care.
Figures 4 and 5 show the two validated model variants of the organizational care sub-process (Leiria and Lisbon), after
applying to them the techniques of evaluation, generalization and classification described in our BPFlexTemplate
approach.
As presented BPMN process models depicted in Figures 4 and 5, these two variants from the organizational care
process are noticeably different (even at eye sight). The existence of this variability could also be confirmed within the
other four model variants for the patient admission and patient care sub-processes, as can be consulted in [9].
We will use these two depicted variants to illustrate how they are treated throughout the analysis sub-phase of our
BPFlexTemplate approach. Regarding this sub-phase, we then performed a similarity comparison for these two model
variants, according to our algorithm provided in Listing 1.
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This comparison was based on the following similarity metrics: syntactic similarity (Syn sim), type similarity (Type
sim) and semantic similarity (Sem sim) between each similar/near element. The values presented in Table 1 are
obtained with manual calculations, according to the proposed methods of Dijkman et al. in [24].

Fig.4. the organizational care sub process model of Leiria primary care health centre according to the BPMN Notation

Fig.5. the organizational care sub process model of Lisbon primary care health centre according to BPMN Notation
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Table 1 - Similarity results for the 2 model variants of the organizational care home healthcare process
Model variant1
Model variant2
Syn sim
Organizational care of Leiria Organizational care of Lisbon
primary care centre
primary care centre
0.53

Type sim Sem sim

N.M sim G.E.D. Sim

0.58

0.80

0.58

0.32

Then we calculated the Node Matching Similarity (N.M sim) which is based on pair wise comparisons of node labels or
attributes. This is obtained by calculating an optimal equivalence mapping between the nodes of the two model variants
being compared. The node matching similarity between two business process graphs representing two process models
is:

The node matching similarity score is the sum of the label similarity scores of the matched pairs of nodes. The Graphic
Edit Distance (GED) similarity is computed as one minus the average of the fraction of inserted or deleted nodes, the
fraction of inserted of deleted edges and the average distance of substituted nodes.
All similarity values presented in Table 1 (all scaled from 0 – non similar, to 1 – similar) denote that there is a
significant difference between the two analyzed model variants, proving a certain amount of variability for this process.
As presented in our proposed algorithm in Listing 1, and in order to derive our (flexible) template model from these
variants, we can configure three parameters: 1) Type of similarity, 2) Classification criteria and 3) Flexibility
mechanism. So, in this case, we chose the following values for these parameters: 1) Structural Similarity, 2) 100% and
3) the ad-hoc sub-process mechanism for these parameters. These configurations led us to derive the template model
presented in Figure 6.
In this derived template model, we marked the common (rigid) process elements with a red contour and the flexible
process elements in green. This means that, for this case, the red contoured elements represent the common part of the
template, i.e., the one that is really being enforced in all organizational units, according to the configuration parameters
for similarity and classification criteria. As for the green contoured elements, they represent the flexible part of the
template, to which the ad-hoc sub process mechanism was applied. For instance, for activity Adjust planning, this
means that it can be executed in any particular order, or even skipped according to an organizational unit’s specific
context and needs.
In the next section, we describe and illustrate how we have built a software tool that implements the algorithm
presented in Listing 1, in order to enhance the work of a process engineer that wishes to perform this kind of analyses.
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Fig.6. Derived template process model from organizational care of two organizational units [9]

6.

BPFlexTemplate software tool

In a previous stage of our work (as in [9]) we could validate our approach by manually executing the Analysis subphase of our BPFlexTemplate approach. This implied manual similarity analyses calculations and process model
variants comparisons, which revealed to be a cumbersome procedure. In order to automate this procedure, and make it
more suitable to be used by organizations’ process engineers, we implemented the BPFlexTemplate software tool,
which is an extension of the BPMNDiffViz tool from [40]. In the latter, the authors propose a similarity structural
matching Web application that compares process models represented in the BPMN 2.0 format. It allows visualizing
graph differences, storing them, and providing statistics, assisting in analyzing process model discrepancies. The
implemented comparison algorithm finds the minimal graph edit distance between two process models (number of
transformations, which should be performed to transform one model to another) using an A* algorithm, and calculates
the string edit distance for each pair of the corresponding graph nodes (BPMN process elements of a model). In terms of
technology, the BPMNdiffViz tool is a Java-based web application that uses the Spring MVC (Model-View-Controller)
framework [41].
6.1 Use cases for the BPFlexTemplate tool
To achieve our BPFlexTemplate software tool, we added to BPMNdiffViz features that concern our purpose of
comparing process models and then deriving a template model that is based on our presented algorithm in Listing 1.
These template models are also stored in the database and the process engineer can visualize them on the browser.
Therefore, in our extended BPFlexTemplate tool, a process engineer can perform these three main features: 1) Select
BPMN models from loaded new BPMN models or generated template models; 2) compare two or more BPMN models,
produce final graph edit distance, exploit these comparison results and; 3) derive a template model. Figure 7 presents
the use case diagram that illustrates these features.
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Fig.7. Use case diagram of BPFlexTemplate tool

Thus, based on these main features, it will allow to visualize all derived template models, compare this template with
another model variant and generate another template. A process engineer may also choose the type of similarity that
should be applied to derive differences and similarities between model variants, as well as the classification criteria (0
to 100%, since similarity scales usually range between 0 – non-similar, and 1 – completely similar). Finally, s/he can
also pick the flexibility mechanism to be applied to the identified flexible (non-common) process elements in the
template. For instance, s/he may choose between simply deleting them from the template, or including them in an adhoc sub process, as illustrated in our example of Figure 6.
To validate our tool, we picked up our elicited model variants from the case studies as input. Our aim is to illustrate that
the tool can derive identical results to those presented in section IV where we performed manual similarity calculations
and template design.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the initial steps where the user can upload or choose the previously loaded process models
(variants) to be compared. Derived template models are also stored within the database to which the BPFlexTemplate
connects. This means that, for instance, for a process with three variants, the user can first derive a template model by
comparing two of them, and then perform a second comparison between this resulting template and the third variant.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9, we loaded the same two model variants analyzed in section IV, elicited within the two
primary care health centers of Leiria and Lisbon.
The third step is the configuration of comparison parameters. We may have many combinations: For the similarity type,
we can choose between 3 main types (Structural, Node Matching or behavioral) and for each type we can also choose
the similarity type between models elements. Then, we may adjust the classification criteria between 0% to 100%
(From non similar to exactly the same). Finally, we need to parameter the flexibility mechanism. This means how we
want to deal with the flexibility challenge (Replace flexible parts with Ad-hoc sub processes, or delete them, etc.).
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Fig.8.Upload model in the database

Fig.9. First step: Select the first model to be compared
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Fig.10. Second step: Select the second model to be compared

Fig.11. Configuration of the parameters to derive the template model for variants Variant1 and Variant2
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Figure 12 presents the derived template model for the parameters configuration presented in Figure 11. We can observe
that, although with a different layout, our BPFlexTemplate tool automatically derived an identical template model to
that in Figure 6, for the same considered model variants.

Fig.12. Organizational care derived template model in the BPFlexTemplate tool, with the parameters: Structural, 100%, Ad-hoc sub process

The process elements with a blue contour represent, in this case, the common part of the template, as the black ones
illustrate the flexible part, where the ad-hoc sub process flexibility mechanism was applied.
For the same two variants, we also derived a second template model, taking into account different values for the
classification criteria (50%) and the flexibility mechanism (Delete), as illustrated in Figure 13.
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Fig.13. Organizational care template model in the BPFlexTemplate tool, with the parameters: Structural, 75%, Delete

Here, we can observe that by aligning the classification criteria to 50%, some process elements shifted to the common
part of the template in Figure 13, in comparison to the former template of Figure 12, namely the activities “Make end to
home healthcare” and “Finish home healthcare”. Also, and since the Delete flexibility mechanism was chosen, this
template only kept these common process elements, deleting the remaining elements from the derived template. This
would be suitable, for instance, when a certain organization wishes to enforce a certain process template within its
organizational units, which only considers activities that are common, discarding any particular adjustments made to the
process in those organizational units.
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7.

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we could demonstrate that process variants emerge and can evolve to be quite different in primary care
health centers (organizational units) of the Portuguese National Health Service (top regulated organization). For this, we
elicited process models for home healthcare in these primary care centers. Assessing the similarity results from the 3
pairs of model variants elicited, we could verify that they present significant differences. This means that the overall
management and optimization of these processes may be difficult to achieve, since recorded cases and data differ and
can hardly be handled as a coherent set.
Therefore, we proposed the BPFlexTemplate approach to align model variants with significant differences. The overall
aim is to reduce the proliferation of process variants that can occur in organizations that are top regulated, but contain
several organizational units that often adjust the process models they should follow.
The main output of this approach is a template process model that, based on modeling best practices and similarity
results, is composed of two types of process elements: common and flexible. Common elements should be executed
strictly, while flexible ones may or may not be executed, according to the organization’s flexibility mechanisms
allowed. Nevertheless, the purpose is that this template model can fit all organizational units, and enforce them to
follow common procedures, as well as allowing them for some flexibility without having to create model variants. This
way, recorded cases and data from these processes will all fall into a unique (template) model, enhancing BPM and
governance in general for this kind of organizations.
We also present in this paper a software tool to perform similarity studies and derive the template models, according to
our proposed algorithm in Listing 1. Process engineers can use this tool to upload, store and compare model variants,
and then derive a template model, according to a set of parameters that can be chosen. The tool can automate the
calculations regarding similarity comparisons between model variants, as well as model template generation. These
tasks can be rather time consuming, cumbersome and error prone when done manually.
In a near future, we are planning to improve our software tool to include more options regarding types of similarity and
flexibility mechanisms that can be configured for model template generation. This will allow the template model to
foresee a wider range of (different) variants, and to include other flexible process elements that better cover the overall
adjustments made to a certain process.
Future work is also pointing us to better explore the term “Business Process Management (BPM) Governance”. This
will imply, as a first step, to implement a process model repository where organizational units can access, improve and
share their model variants. Taking primary care centers and home healthcare processes as our case studies, medical
directors or chief nurses can, with this repository in place, access to the latest template models, and actually contribute
to their improvement. Directors in the National Health Ministry can, in turn, have a notion of all variants of a certain
process, and use the BPFlexTemplate approach to derive template models accordingly.
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